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History of
Consumption in
Italy
Consumption & advertising go hand in hand
1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Economic Depression,
Consumption was low

More growth, second
wave of consumer
spending, advertising
spiked, Italy caught up
to other countries in
the EU with their
consumption

The concept of
'consumption' became
a ethical issue,
consumption was apart
of Western life, but
global recession
caused consumption to
be low

European Debt Crisis,
Recession, low
consumption

Recovery from the
recession, consumption
on the rise, coupled
with social media
caused a huge increase
in digital advertisments

"Digital advertising is the practice of
delivering promotional content to users through various online and digital
channels. It leverages mediums such as social media, email, search engines,
mobile apps, affiliate programs and websites to show advertisements and
messages to audiences” - Indrajeet Deshpande

15th Century

1922

1941

1994

Early 2000s

"Data has
now
surpassed
oil as the
most
valuable
resource
on Earth"
-THE ECONOMIST

Why is data so
valuable?
Data as a economic
asset
Data as a service
Data as a means to
determine the
conditions of service
Data a way to
influence consumers
-HELBERGER ET AL

Data as a way to influence consumers
Company tracks
your digital
footprint

Company sends a
advertisement or
notification to
consumers

Uses consumer's data
from digital
footprint to send a
more accurate
digital
advertisement

Pros
Pros
Discounts, personalized
shopping experience,
sales

HUGE
SALE

Cons
Advertisements are sent at one's
most vulnerable times
Companies control every aspect of
the regulatory framework
Your online behavior is tracked
giving business an accurate picture
of your 'digital footprint'

Italian Data Protection Code
Transparency
Lawful Basis for Processing
Purpose Limitation
Data Minimisation
Accuracy
Retention
Data Security
Accountability

General Data Protection Regulation

Applies to firms in the EU and firms advertising to consumers in the EU
You have the right to correct any of the data business have on you
You also have the right to request the personal data a company or organization has
about you, and you have the right to get a copy of your data, free of charge,
in an accessible format in a timley manner
As a consumer under the GDPR, you have the right
to withdraw your permission, meaning the company can no longer use your personal
data
You have the right to have your data erased, this applies to businesses,
search engines, and any other websites

